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Abstract 

Knowledge is represented by graph or map is 

simpler than represented by proposition logics.  

Students who use the knowledge representation of 

knowledge map quickly learn to read a graph as 

IF-THEN and do all their reasoning directly on the 

graphs without translating them to rules or 

propositions.  Instead, many graphic notations have 

been developed. Knowledge Map (KM) is a graphic 

system of logic that is as general as proposition 

logics.  

Keywords: knowledge representation, conceptual 

graph, knowledge map. 

 

1. Introduction 

Knowledge representations that use some 

notations or expressions, such as text, table or graph, 

to represent knowledge had been researched many 

years by researchers. According to these 

representations, the graph is more readable and 

realizable by human than others because it more 

simper and more intension to represent. [CHO93]  

Knowledge Map were designed to have a direct 

mapping to and from structured documents; in 

addition, to use the knowledge map be knowledge 

representation for problem solving can also be an 

application in computer system. [HaF94] 

 

2. Knowledge Formulation 

Content structures are used to determine the 

sequence and content of instructions to promote 

understanding of the author’s perspective on the 

content area.  Content structures are constructed 

from the sentences, denoted by pm, which always 

have some topic or subtopics as Figure 1 shown 

below.[Nict99]  

Topic 
Description

Newton's Newton's Newton's Newton's 
First Law of First Law of First Law of First Law of 

MotionMotionMotionMotion

Newton's Newton's Newton's Newton's 
Second Law Second Law Second Law Second Law 

of Motionof Motionof Motionof Motion

Newton's Newton's Newton's Newton's 
Third Law Third Law Third Law Third Law 
of Motionof Motionof Motionof Motion

PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics
subtopics

 

Figure 1. Content structure 

Concept θi is the basic unit of knowledge used 

to represent something. The concept space, θ0= {θi}, 

represents the discourse of all the concepts, such as 

all students in this school or all keywords in Physics.  

A concept set, denoted as θ = {θi} ⊆ θ0, is one subset 

of concepts. 

A concept relation, represented as ρk(θi1,θi2,…), 

is an aggregation (relation) of knowledge pieces 

(concepts θi1,θi2,…) with some specific relation style 

ρk(⋅).  The concept relation space, symbolized as 

ρ0={ρk}, is the discourse of all the concept relation. 

Formally, a proposition can be represented as 

φk(ρj(θi1,θi2,…)), mapping a concept relation 

ρj(θi1,θi2,…) into a value φ(·)∈Vφ .  The value set Vφ 

adopts usually true-false logic, and can be other data 

types such as fuzzy sets or continuous values.  The 

proposition space, φ0= {φk}, represents the discourse 

of all the proposition, such as all statements or valus 

in Physics.  A proposition set, denoted as φ= {φk } 
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⊆ φ0, is one set of propositions. 

 

3. Analysis of Knowledge Hierarchical 

The general knowledge unit, denoted as KUp(θi, 

φ), that includes the concept and all its propositions 

(knowledge schemas). And each proposition maps a 

concept relation and its concepts. For instance, the 

concept relations in the propositions about bird are 

“BIRD can FLY”= ρCAN(θBIRD,θMAMMAL), and  

“BIRD has WINGS”=ρHAS_A(θBIRD,θWINGS) etc.  

The relations of concepts inside a knowledge unit, 

ρINTERPRETATION(θSIGNIFIER,θSIGNIFIED). The propositions 

of those knowledge units’ concept relations can also 

express: 

production rule,  

ρIF_THEN(ρIF(θ1,θ2,…), ρTHEN(θ1,θ2, …)) 

concept schema 

ρSCHEMA(θOBJ,θATTR1,θATTR2, …) =  

ρSCHEMA(θOBJ, ρLINK(θOBJ,θATTR1), 

ρLINK(θOBJ,θATTR2), …) 

formula,  

ρFORMULA(θX1,θX2,θY, …) 

concept hierarchy, syntagm,  

ρIS_A(θ1,θ2), ρHAS_A(θ1,θ2) …etc. 

If CG(θ,ρCLUSTER∪ρLINKAGE) is a lattice, then it is 

called KH(θ,ρKIND∪ρPART). 

Concept intension, specify(θi) 

 specify(θi) = {θj: level(θj)=level(θi) +1 and  

        ρk(θi, θj), ρk∈ρCLUSTER } 

Concept extension, generalize(θi) 

generalize(θi) = {θj: level(θj)=level(θi) - 1 and 

ρk(θj, θi), ρk∈ρCLUSTER}  

4. 3-stage learning algorithm for constructing 

knowledge map 

The knowledge map is learning from sentences 

that got from text/html, if some concepts, relations 

and propositions are defined. 

Algorithm 1: Learning algorithm 

Step 1: Select the main topic for the knowledge 

map and store it in the root knowledge 

units. 

Step 2: Decomposition proposition to a number of 

relations. 

Step 3: Categorize the concepts, grouping similar 

concepts and labeling the groups.  

Composition or decomposition of two 

knowledge maps: 

Algorithm 2: (De)Composition algorithm 

Step 1: Union the concept space. 

Step 2: Removing the redundant concepts if they 

exist. 

Step 3: Removing the transitive relation and 

multi-relation if they exist. 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, one knowledge representation 

method is discussed, especially for structured 

document. Many problems in other fields, which are 

procedural problem in the mathematics, may also be 

solved by Knowledge Map (KM). Figure 5. A 

Knowledge Map from website. 
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